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After Dieudonne [3], many authors have considered locally convex topological vector
spaces that admit a fundamental sequence of compact, precompact,. . . subsets. Their work
has been essentially to identify them as strong duals of Frechet-Montel spaces, under suitable
additional assumptions (barrelledness or evaluability). However, it seems that these spaces
have never been characterized without additional assumptions. That is the aim of the
present paper.

DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS. Let £ be a locally convex topological vector space. We
denote by 38 a set of balanced and bounded subsets of E such that, if B,B'e38 and XeC,
then B+B'eSS and XBe®. The notation 33 -<3S' means that each element of 38 is absorbed
by an element of 38'; 38oi38' means that 38 < 38' and & < ®.

A fundamental sequence 2?m(meN) in 36 is a sequence of elements of 38 such that
38^{Bm:meN}.

m

By replacing Bm by B'm = £ kBk, one gets a new fundamental sequence such that the
*=i

B'm are increasing and that each element of 31 is contained in some B'm.
The following sets 38 will be considered:

38b(E) = {B c E: B is balanced and bounded in E},

28C{E) = {BeS8b(E): B is compact},

@Pc(E) = {BB3Sb{E): B is precompact},

3SCC{E) = {Be@b(E): B is convex and compact},

3Sac{E) = {Be@b(E): B is weakly compact},

@X(E) = {Be@b(E): B is convex and weakly compact},

SSa{E) = {BeSSb{E): B is finite dimensional}.

The following inclusions are obvious:

PCK }

The letter $F will be reserved for a set 3d such that

(i) [ J B = E,

(ii) for all B, B'e@, there exist B"e38 and X > 0 such that B, B' c XB".
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The space E% is the dual of E equipped with the topology defined by the seminorms
| |

xeB
When 2F is one of the sets 88b(E), 3BC{E), • • • > we contract E%b(E), E%£E),... to

hb,be,... .
The space E is called a Mackey space when each compact and absolutely convex subset

of E* is equicontinuous.

LEMMA (Brudovskii, [1]). Every fundamental sequence of compact or precompact sets in
E is also a fundamental sequence of bounded sets.

PROPOSITION 1. (a) If@)c(E) admits a fundamental sequence, then

®b(E) * 3&ac(E) a @p£E) ~ StlE) a StlE) * SIJE).

(b) If&&ac(E) admits a fundamental sequence, then

(c) If38cc(E) admits a fundamental sequence, then

®CC{E)^®IE).

(d) If^Spc(E) admits a fundamental sequence, then

(a), (b) and (d) follow immediately from the lemma.
Let us prove (c). If @CC(E) admits a fundamental sequence, then E*c is metrizable;

hence it is a Mackey space. Therefore any absolutely convex weakly compact set in its dual
E is equicontinuous and hence compact in E.

Let us remark that it may happen that 3§CC{E) admits a fundamental sequence and not 3&C{E).
Indeed, let R()V) be the space of sequences with only a finite number of nonzero terms,

with the norm | x | = sup | xn | . SScc(R
m) admits a fundamental sequence consisting of finite

n

dimensional sets (see Dieudonnd, [3]). If ^?C(R(N)) also admitted a fundamental sequence,
then, by Proposition l(a), we would have ^fc(R

(iV)) = ^«(R( N )).

PROPOSITION 2. The space E admits a fundamental sequence of compact (resp. weakly
compact) subsets if and only if E — F%, where F is metrizable and barrelled and 2F -< 28CC(F)
[resp. 3F < @iF)\

The space F is then E*.

Proof. Let us first consider the case of compact sets.
We first prove the condition necessary. P u t F = £c*. Then F* = E. Moreover E = F%,

where 3F is the set of polars of neighbourhoods of 0 in E. The elements of SF are compact
in £*c; hence SF -< 88CC(F). By Proposition 1, 3SCC{E) admits a fundamental sequence; hence
F is metrizable.

It is also barrelled. Indeed, let 0 be a barrel in F. Its polar 0° is bounded in F*c and
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hence in E. But, by Proposition 1, 38b(E)~g8cc(E); hence 0°e^ c c (£) . It is therefore
equicontinuous in F*.

We now prove the condition sufficient. Assume that E— F%, where F is metrizable
and barrelled and 3F -< 88CC(JF). The space F* admits a fundamental sequence of equi-
continuous sets. Moreover, each bounded subset of E is equicontinuous and the closed
equicontinuous subsets of Fare compact in F*c; hence 3BC(E) admits a fundamental sequence.

Finally, F can be identified with E*. Indeed, since $F-<3BCC(E\ F~E*. Moreover,
since each bounded set in E is equicontinuous in F* and conversely, F = £*.

One gets the case of weakly compact sets by applying the preceding one to Ea.

PROPOSITION 3. The space E admits a fundamental sequence of absolutely convex and
compact (resp. weakly compact) subsets if and only if E = F%, where F is a metrizable space
and & < @CC(E) [resp. & < @X(F)].

The space F is then E*c(resp. £*).

Proof. We again consider the case of compact sets. The other one is obtained as in
Proposition 2.

We first prove the condition necessary. Put again F = E*c. As in Proposition 2, F is
metrizable and E = F%, with & < @CC(F).

We now prove the condition sufficient. Assume that E = F%, where F is a metrizable
space and & <&)CC{F). Since E* = F, the weak topology in E is the topology of F*.
Moreover, F is a Mackey space. Thus an absolutely convex subset of E is weakly compact
in E if and only if it is equicontinuous in F*. There is a fundamental sequence of equi-
continuous subsets in F*; hence @CC(E) admits a fundamental sequence.

Finally, F= E* and, by the preceding argument, F = E* = E*c.
Let us denote by (A} the absolutely convex hull of A.

PROPOSITION 4. If E admits a fundamental sequence Km (meN) of precompact subsets,
then it is dense in a space E' admitting a fundamental sequence K'm (meN) of absolutely convex
and compact subsets, such that K'm = <Xm>.

Thus E is dense in a space F%, where F is a metrizable space and IF «< ^CC{F).

Let E be the completion of E and put K'm = <jFCm>, the closure being taken in E. If we
00 00

assume that E = (J Km, the space E' = (J K'm is such that @CC(E') admits a fundamental
m—1 m = 1

sequence. Indeed, take Ke3$cc(E'). We may assume without loss of generality that K is
absolutely convex. The normed space EK generated by AT is a Banach space. Since

00

EK <=. \J Km, by the Baire property, K is absorbed by one of the K'm. Hence the conclusion.
m = 1

The converse of Proposition 4 is false. Indeed, let Rm be the space considered in the
remark after Proposition 1. It is dense in itself and ^CC(R(N)) admits a fundamental sequence.
However Sdpc{Kw) does not admit a fundamental sequence. Otherwise, every bounded set
in R(JV) would be precompact. Take for instance B = {xeK(N): xn = 0 or 1}. It is a bounded
set but it is not precompact, since II x—y \\ - 1 if x # y.
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The spaces £ in which one of the sets @C(E), @CC(.E),... admits a fundamental sequence
have been characterized by various authors when, in addition, they are barrelled or evaluable.
Their results are condensed in the next proposition which can easily be deduced from
Propositions 2-4.

PROPOSITION 5. (a) £ is the strong dual of a Frechet-Montel space if and only if either of
the two following conditions holds:

a. E is evaluable and &$C(E) admits a fundamental sequence,
P. E is barrelled and ^?cc(£) admits a fundamental sequence.

(b) E is the strong dual of a reflexive Frechet space if and only if either of the two following
conditions holds:

a. E is evaluable and 8Bac(E) admits a fundamental sequence,
/?. E is barrelled and 38Z{E) admits a fundamental sequence.

(c) The completion of E is the strong dual of a Frechet-Montel space if and only if E is
evaluable and 88pc{E) admits a fundamental sequence.

(a),a is due to Brudovskii [1] and Garling [4]; (a),/? to Dieudonne [3]; (b),oc and /?
have been proved by Garling [4] and (c) by Brudovskii [1].

We only prove that the conditions are sufficient, the converse being obvious.
Consider first the case (a),jS [resp. (b),/?]. Then, since E is barrelled, F = E*c(resp. E*)

is sequentially complete; hence it is a Frechet space. Moreover, if OF -< 3SZ{F), a subset of
F * is a barrel in F% if and only if it is a closed and absolutely convex neighbourhood of 0 in
F*; hence E = F*. Finally, each bounded set in F is equicontinuous in E* and hence is
contained in a compact (resp. weakly compact) subset of F.

(a),a implies (a),/? and (b),a implies (b),/?.
Indeed, since 3Sb{E) ^ 3SCC(E), each barrel in E is bornivorous.
Let us prove (c). With the notations of Proposition 4, if £ satisfies (c), £ ' satisfies (a),/?.

Indeed, a barrel 0 in E' absorbs the K'm and thus induces a bornivorous barrel in E. Since E
is dense in £ ' , 6 is then a neighbourhood of 0 in £ ' . By (a),/?, £ ' is the strong dual of a
Frechet-Montel space. Thus it is complete and £ ' = E; hence the conclusion.
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